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1

Introduction

On the 23rd and 24th of January, academics, professionals and individuals from the
community gathered at the Bloomen Blockchain and Media IDEAthon at the Semeli
Hotel, Nicosia, Cyprus, which was organized by Bloomen and facilitated by
ANTENNA. It is the second part of a series of community events that are described
in the work plan of Bloomen, as a deliverable through WP6. The scope of the event
was to bring people together to present ideas around the topics of blockchain and
media, particularly in terms of the activities of the Bloomen consortium.
This was a two-day event which was split in two parts. The first one incorporated
presentations by the Bloomen consortium, regarding the use cases on copyrights
management in Music, Photo and WebTV, the technical implementations as well as
the more business oriented aspects and the Alastria blockchain environment that the
consortium solutions are built on. This session only lasted half a day to leave enough
room for discussions, idea preparations, mentoring and pitch coaching. The second
part was a one and a half day idea “marathon”, whereby groups were set up to create
some ideas around the topics of blockchain and media. The event was based on an
indicative timeline designed by Michalis Odysseos, digital development manager of
ANTENNA, who was also the coordinator of these sessions.
The ideas covered many different aspects of the blockchain and media industry,
ranging from copyrights management to certifications of ownership and deep
technical blockchain implementations,. There were a total of 5 pitches and an
established judge panel to assess the presentations. A prize of €1,000 was to be
awarded, as part of a sponsorship/support of the event by two important businesses
that operate in Cyprus, namely Logicom Solutions and Oracle.
The event, which was captured by the production department of ANTENNA for TV
and digital coverage and dissemination (see section 4.4), had an international flair as
there were not just participants that are generally based in Cyprus, but also from the
rest of Europe. All Bloomen partners were involved, as well as there was a team from
Russia that happened to be in Cyprus at the time and of course the support from a
multinational company, Oracle, who deployed a business development executive to
speak about real blockchain use cases in the enterprise. It is estimated that more
than 100,000 people had the chance to see the TV and Digital broadcasts relevant to
the event.
It is expected that the insights shared at the event but also the awareness that was
created around it, will contribute to the fostering future of the Bloomen project.
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2

Event Specifications

This section describes all the specifications that were set for designing a potentially
successful event that would fit within the scope and the requirements of the
Bloomen consortium.

2.1

Scope

Due to the highly innovative nature of blockchain technology, professionals,
researchers & technology enthusiasts are always eager to learn and practice new
developments. Through the second Bloomen pit-stop, the consortium managed to
provide an environment where groups and individuals would practice their
knowledge and share their expertise through an idea marathon, whereby what was
previously considered as theory, would perhaps become a practical reality through a
description participants gave in their presentations.
At the same time, the Bloomen consortium achieved exposure at not only a
community level but enterprise, as well as sourced further expert insights and
comments regarding the developments that have taken place within Bloomen so far.

2.2

Participants

For the Bloomen blockchain and media IDEAthon, the consortium wanted to have a
diverse group of individuals participating, meaning not only coming from different
countries but also to have both men and women, different age groups, as well as
from different professional backgrounds ranging from the creative, legal,
professional services & academic industry.
The enthusiasm of the invited participants was apparent during the private
communications ANTENNA had with them prior to the event, but also it was
reflected through the fact that while there were a couple of no-shows after the
registrations, 5 groups attended the full two-day event, something that means that
they took all this time to be away from the office, to be together with the Bloomen
consortium at this fun event. Of course, there were also people who were just
observers and wanted to learn more about the environment, rather than to
participate in the IDEAthon actively.
Apart from the personal and B2B invitations, there was an open call for everyone
who wanted to take part in the IDEAthon, to have the opportunity without any
registration fees or advanced presentation requirements. The communication
activities behind this are further described in section 4.
Following is the list with the round-table attendees and their professional
background. It has to be noted that due to GDPR sensitivities, the names of the
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attendants are not mentioned in this document. A complete list with named
participants can be provided to project reviewers on request.
Function

Organization

Industry

Digital Development manager

Antenna

Media

Global Head of Blockchain Solutions

Worldline

Technology

Media Director

Digital Tree Publishers

Media

General Manager

Sigmalive

Media

Head of partnerships

University of Nicosia

Academia

Innovation Consultant

-

Technology

Lead Blockchain

Antikythera Capital

Finance

Manager, Institutional Partnerships

University of Nicosia

Academia

President

Cyprus Blockchain Association

Technology

Business Development Manager

Block.co

Technology

Assistant IT Project Manager

Vasilkoff CY

Technology

Director

Vasilkoff CY

Technology

Founder / Director

Vasilkoff CY

Technology

Director, Business Development
(EMEA), Blockchain

Oracle

Technology

Managing Director

Logicom Solutions

Technology

Senior Solutions Architect

Logicom Solutions

Technology

Account Manager, Business
Development

Logicom Solutions

Technology

Lead Partner

Aristidou LLC

Law / Technology

Lawyer

Aristidou LLC

Law / Technology

Innovation Manager

DW

Media

Innovation Manager

DW

Media

Senior Research Engineer

ICCS/NTUA

Academia

Project Manager

Worldline

Technology

Research Associate

ICCS/NTUA

Academia
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Head of Innovation

BMAT

Music Technology

Senior Project Manager

ATC Innovation Lab

Technology

Founder

Kendraio

Technology

Managing Director

RISEtech Media

Media

Software Engineer

ATC Innovation Lab

Technology

2.3

Location and Amenities

For the purposes of the IDEAthon, since the event was following the plenary sessions
of Bloomen which also took place in Cyprus, ANTENNA arranged a conference hall
at the Semeli Hotel Nicosia, which is a well-known hotel for business, workshops,
presentations etc.

Figure 1: Semeli Hotel, Nicosia

The conference room was suitable for an IDEAthon as it was flexible in terms of resizing the rooms according to how many people were to attend. It had a projector
with a screen, microphones and audio for the speeches / pitches, as well as strong
WiFi that would cover the needs of the presenters and the rest of the participants.
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Figure 2: Evropi Hall, Bloomen Blockchain and Media IDEAthon, Semeli Hotel

As it was planned to both have breaks during the sessions as well as lunch,
ANTENNA procured services from Semeli Hotel for coffee, snacks and buffet for all
participants/visitors.

Figure 3: Lunch buffet, Semeli Hotel.
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2.4

Production specifications

To disseminate Bloomen as a project but also to Bloomen IDEAthon for blockchain
and media efficiently as possible, it was planned to produce 2 reports for the evening
news TV broadcast on the 23rd and the 24th of January.
Equipment
To ensure high quality production for the three types of audiovisual materials, 2
cameras and a professional microphone were handled by one camera person from
ANT1 Television. Lights were provided by the venue.
2.4.1 1st report
A reportage that would be adapted for the audience of ANT1 Television by a
journalist and a video editor. The concept was to make the contents look easy to
understand for the general public so it could be aired during evening news but also
on to the digital channels of ANTENNA and Bloomen. This report would disseminate
the happenings of the first day of the IDEAthon as well as invite the audience to
participate on the 2nd day of the event, which included the pitches.
2.4.2 2nd report
Like the first video, the concept would be to make the contents of the event
understandable for the audience of ANT1 Television. The report would include the
happenings of the second day and more specifically, list the 5 ideas that were to be
presented as well as describe the winning idea/ideas of the event.

2.5

IDEAthon Preparation
2.5.1 Curation of Ideas

Since the IDEAthon was focused on bringing community together and having
interesting discussions, presentations as well as include a competition-like segment
where there would be both pitches by teams as well as a judge panel to select the
best idea(s) to be awarded with a €1,000, prize, a lot of preparatory work would have
to take place.
To give enough time for idea drafting a presentation preparations, the IDEAthon was
announced approximately 1 month prior to the event, through the social media of
ANTENNA and it included a Google Form whereby interested parties would fill out
certain details for their pitch.
Some of the questions were for short-form answers and some others for multiple
choice answers. Firstly, we asked interested participants to fill out their Full name
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and contact details (e-mail address, contact number) so as to communicate with
them efficiently. The data collection regarding the participants is fully compliant with
GDPR and the data will be deleted by the end of the project.
Secondly, we asked “What describes you best?”, as means to find out what they are
like as persons and what traits we could possibly have expressed through the
pitches at the IDEAthon. The available responses were:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Technical Person
Business Person
Risk-Taker
Networker
Problem Solver
Creator
Researcher
Other:

Next, we asked about their academic background, to have more information about
their knowledge as a backing of their ideas. This also gave us the opportunity to find
out if they are currently in studies. The available responses were:
●
●
●
●

Yes, I am.
Yes, I did.
No.
Other:

The fourth section was to ask them whether they would like to provide links to their
personal or business social media profiles, so we could tag them in our
disseminations before, during and after the event. This was not a compulsory
question. Again, as these profiles might be personal, the data is treated by
incorporating GDPR, and any relevant information will be deleted by the end of the
project.
The next section asked the questions of why they want to take part in the IDEAthon,
whether they participated in one before, and whether they would like to be in touch
with other people/teams given the opportunity. Again, the logic here is to bring
people together.
Subsequently, as a means to drive interested participants in generating ideas that
could be both relevant to Bloomen but also give a direction in case they did not
already have something in mind, we presented with some relevant topics they could
address in their pitches. The suggestions were as follows:
● Copyrights conflict resolution
● Secure distributed storage of media content
● How to pay VAT when you use a virtual currency.
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●
●
●
●

Media item ownership certification.
A rewards system for media consumers using a virtual currency.
How to battle fake news with blockchain
Other:

The last three questions were asking whether these people would like to do some
coding prior or during the event (again, not compulsory), to describe their idea briefly
(up to 300 words) as well as ask them which tool they would like to use to present
their idea at the event. This last question was mainly to make them realize that they
have to do an actual presentation given a range of tools/options such as Powerpoint,
Google Slides, Keynote, Prezi, Emaze etc.
A deadline was given to have enough submissions and curate the event. This was 2
weeks before the actual event and an extension was given to one extra week for
those who could not submit their forms in time.
At the same time, one week before the event, ANTENNA contacted everyone who
responded through telephone, so as to confirm their participation, provide them with
some extra information they might have enquired for, as well as provide them with
some mentorship about their submissions and their participation in the IDEAthon.
This was considered as a requirement because people often do not show up to an
event due to them being shy or afraid to present something to a group of what is
considered to be experts in blockchain technology.
It was realized that out of the 14 submissions, only 50% described actual ideas and
out of them, only 5 teams were finally able to take part in the IDEAthon.
As a final step, regarding the flow of presentations, given the content, a structure of
presentations would be drafted so as to maintain the interest of the audience
throughout the pitching session. For example, it was planned to start the pitches
with an idea addressing the utilization of blockchain technology to fight fake news,
have a more corporate based presentation in the middle and leave the most
interactive pitch at the end so as to finish with a fun presentation.
2.5.2 Formation of the judge panel
For the purposes of adding a layer of further interest as well as usefulness for the
teams participating in the IDEAthon but also as a means of packaging the outputs to
be more appropriate for TV and other dissemination, it was decided that a judge
panel would be formed to assess the ideas presented. This panel would also award
the €1,000 prize provided by the supporters of the IDEAthon, Logicom Solutions &
Oracle.
The logic was to have judges having expertise in these four areas:
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Storytelling – Assess the presentations from a storytelling perspective. It was
decided that the best person to do this was Mr Mirko Lorenz from Deutsche Welle, a
partner of the Bloomen project.
Academia – Assess the presentations from an academic perspective. It was decided
that Mr Antonis Litke from ICCS/NTUA, a partner of the Bloomen project, was the
best person to do this.
Blockchain Use Case – Assess the presentations via the expertise and experience in
blockchain implementations. It was decided that Mr Manuel Machado from
Worldline was the best person to do this.
Enterprise potential – Assess the presentations via the expertise and experience in
the corporate world. It was decided that it was best to invite a person from Logicom
Solutions, one of the supporters of the IDEAthon, to judge the ideas from the
perspective of selling these products/services to highly established enterprises. Mr
Yiorgos Charitou joined the judge panel.
2.5.2 Awards and memorabilia
Through the discussions ANTENNA had when communicating the upcoming
IDEAthon, Logicom Solutions, a longtime partner of ANTENNA, expressed interest in
supporting the event and providing a cash prize award for the community that was to
participate.
Additionally, ANTENNA commissioned a local awards company to provide
memorabilia for all the teams participating in the ideathon, so no one leaving the
event would go out with empty hands, apart from of course gaining knowledge and
creating relationships through the IDEAthon.

Figure 4: Bloomen Blockchain & Media IDEAthon.
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3

Event Contents

This section contains all the information that was presented and discussed upon
during the three-hour event at the Semeli Hotel.

3.1

Agenda

Here is the agenda that was at the event, as well as prior to the event through the
communication channels of ANTENNA.

January 23rd
Arrival & Coffee
Welcome note & brief overview for the day by Michalis Odysseos
Bloomen introduction and overview by Antonio Paradell Bondia
Bloomen architecture by Antonis Litke, ICCS, NTUA
Bloomen Pitches by use case leaders (10 minutes each)
Break
Real-Life Blockchain Use Cases across Industries, Thrasos Thrasyvoulou,
Director, Business Development, Oracle EMEA
Assignments to teams and further discussion
Lunch
Business and Technical teams work on their ideas with the assistance of
Bloomen partners
Happy Hour

10:00 – 10:20
10:20 – 10:25
10:25 – 10:35
10:35 – 10:50
10:50 – 11:20
11:20 – 11:35
11:35 – 11:50
11:50 – 13:00
13:00 – 14:00
14:00 – 17:00
17:00 – 18:00

January 24th
Arrival & Coffee
Welcome note & brief overview for the day by Michalis Odysseos
Pitch preparations from the teams
Break
Pitches from the teams (7 minutes each)
Judge Panel Pitch evaluation
Awards Ceremony
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Of course, there were minor deviations from the slots allocated for every section but
this was mainly due to interesting questions raised during the presentations as well
as some delays that took place while waiting teams to arrive, present etc.

3.2

Consortium Presentations

Here are the representatives of Bloomen and the presentations they had for the 1 st
day of the IDEAthon.:
●
●
●
●
●

Antonio Paradell from Worldline – The Bloomen Project
Antonis Litke from ICCS / NTUA - Bloomen Architecture
Michalis Odysseos from ANTENNA - Bloomen Web TV
Gonçal Calvo from BMAT – Bloomen Music
Mirko Lorenz from DW – Bloomen Photo
3.2.1 The Bloomen Project

Antonio Paradell’s presentation was to describe the Bloomen project in general and
through a simplified version, targeting viewers that come from the community.
● Why blockchain?
● General info and partners of the Bloomen project
● Opportunities/Experimentations
3.2.2 Bloomen Requirements and Architecture
Antonis Litke’s presentation was called “Bloomen: Requirements and Architecture”
and contained the following sections:
● The architectural approach of Bloomen and UML visualizations
● Alastria as the underlying Infrastructure
● Blockchain selection rationale
3.2.3 Bloomen Use Cases
Use case leaders of the project presented simplified slides that aimed to inform the
community about the special requirements and the overall progress of the pilots:
● Motivation for Bloomen and opportunities by bringing blockchain to the media
sector
● Challenges and opportunities for the Music, Photo and WebTV use cases
● Assets created and used for the pilots
● Future developments
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3.3

Pitches

The “competitive” section of the event was scheduled to run for approximately one
hour, giving enough time for the five teams to fully express their ideas and the
rationale behind them, since this new technology makes it difficult for aspiring
entrepreneurs and technical people to fully describe their thoughts in a short amount
of time.
Some of the presenters chose to use slides but some others didn’t, either because of
the time pressure or because they chose to do something entirely different such as
an interactive presentation.
The first person to present was Ms.
Evdokia Markou from the Cyprus
Blockchain Association, who described a
platform that uses blockchain technology
to tackle the issue of fake news. As an
experienced
lawyer,
Ms.
Markou
incorporated some procedures that
involved legal terms and processes, and it
was interesting to see her perspective on
how this problem was to be addressed.

The next presentation was from Mr Maksym
Vasylkoff from Vasylkoff Ltd, who
presented an application called Smart 16,
which by using blockchain technology, his
smart identity app would promote and
establish the electronic signature. This
presentation was enhanced further from his
previous participation in the Fintech
Hackathon organized by the Bank of Cyprus,
that took place 2 months earlier, and has
won the 2nd best prize. It was interesting to
see his perspective, as a software
developer, on what specific processes,
enabled by blockchain technology, can be
used to do this.
The third presentation was done by Mr George Agathangelou from Block.co, a
company that is a spin-off from the University of Nicosia, a leader in blockchain
education in Europe. With the motto “Don’t Trust, Verify!”, George explained that
through the services offered by the company, it is possible today to certify copyright
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ownership and other legal documents through blockchain, namely Bitcoin and other
blockchain environments since their operations make their products interoperable
and
blockchain-agnostic.
He
explained that they mainly use the
Bitcoin blockchain, since it has been
the more established blockchain in
terms of trust.

The fourth presentation
was from Ms. Christiana
Aristidou from Aristidou
LLC, who developed a
business plan about a
new start-up that would
utilize
blockchain
technology to manage
and protect copyrights,
as well as oversee
conflict
resolution
procedures. Again, it was
interesting to have the
input of an experienced
lawyer, who is also
representing Cyprus in
the
ISO
TC/307
Blockchain Committee.
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The fifth and final pitch was done by Mr.
George Lambrianides, Lead Blockchain
from Antikythera Capital, who presented
some advanced technical opportunities
for addressing the problem of who owns
the private keys of digital currency
wallets. This issue was also discussed
extensively through the Bloomen project
plenaries, whereby partners argued
between having the user keeping ahold of
the private keys of the Bloomen wallet,
hence having the risk of losing and not
recovering the Bloomen tokens, and the
instance of Bloomen also having access
to the private keys, so as to help
inexperienced users recover the keys.
George presented a solution that
combined the ideas of Shamir’s Secret Sharing, together with Zero-Knowledge
Proofs, to achieve an innovative security solution of a user having ahold of his
private keys but with a certain help from Bloomen, they would be able to recover the
funds in case they lost it. The novel feature of this solution is that Bloomen, on its
own, would not be able to recover the funds because this would require a multisignature process. This was perhaps the most entertaining presentation, as all this
technical complexity was presented through a very interactive session.

3.3

Judge Panel and Awards

As described in section 2.5.2 above, a judge panel was formed to assess the ideas
and it consisted from partners of the Bloomen consortium, as well as a guest from
the supporter of the event, Logicom Solutions. This panel was to judge the pitches by
the criteria of “Storytelling”, “Academic”, “Blockchain Use Case” and “Enterprise
Blockchain Potential”.
To assist the judge panels, ANTENNA provided them with a cloud excel file that they
could use to rate the participants based on their expertise. The ratings went from 1
(lowest) to 10 (highest). At the end, the sum of these points would provide with the
winner of the IDEAthon.
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Figure 5: Judge Panel, Bloomen Blockchain & Media IDEAthon..

Following is the table with the ratings for each participant, as awarded by the judge
panel:
Presenter

BLOCKCHAIN USE ENTERPRISE
STORYTELLING ACADEMIC CASE
BLOCKCHAIN POTENTIAL Sum

EVDOKIA

8

10

8

5

31

MAKSYM

6

7

6

1

20

GIORGOS A.

9

6

7

8

30

CHRISTIANA

7

6

8

6

27

GEORGE L.

9

9

9

4

31

Based on the above ratings, there would be 2 winners for the IDEAthon, specifically
Ms. Evdokia Markou and Mr. George Lambrianides. Each one received the prize of
€500 as well as a plaque like in Figure 4 but this one mentioned “For presenting a
winning idea at the Bloomen Blockchain and Media IDEAthon”.
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4

Communication & Dissemination

This section describes the efforts done by ANTENNA to pitch the event towards
potential participants, create online communication channels for the participants,
create printed and digital visuals to complement the event as well as disseminate
information about the event through relevant channels.

4.1

Website

As a first step, www.bloomenideathon.com was created to describe and promote the
activities of the Bloomen Blockchain and Media Ideathon. The concept was to create
an environment which would address the community as if they are part of this
initiative, since ultimately the task of the Bloomen project was to create community
engagement.
The website is split into 6 sections, all of them which are stacked in the homepage,
so as to avoid having the user to navigate through buttons to find information.
The first section describes “Who we are”, whereby we demonstrate who the partners
are, what the project is all about and what we are trying to achieve.
Secondly, we address the audience through the “We need your expertise” section
whereby we ask people to come together to form and community to build ideas and
solve known problems of the environment.
Next section suggests topics that teams could work on. The concept of this section
is to provide some keywords or key phrases that could be grabbed by the audience in
their efforts in constructing their own presentations.
The fourth section of the website is dedicated to the exposure these teams would
have, where it is mentioned that aside from the €1,000 award, the presentations of
these teams would be presented on ANT1 Television and its digital assets.
Finally, the fifth section provides an overview of the agenda for the 1.5 day event, and
the last section provides a link to the registration form as well as a way to contact
the consortium directly.

Figure 6: Snapshot of the first thing visitors of bloomenideathon.com see.
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4.2

Sourcing Participants

Three effective methods were identified and used to invite potential participants to
the event:
● Digital Marketing
● Community Groups
● Website Articles
Some of the participants were already connected somehow to the public relations
department of ANTENNA, so in those instances it was easier and faster to invite and
confirm participations. For example, through its activities in the blockchain
community, ANTENNA was able to attract the interest of the founders and members
of the Cyprus Blockchain Association.
Regarding the general community and more specifically the start-up community,
social media, namely Facebook and LinkedIn, were used to announce the event, its
contents and prizes. Within these networks, both posts were done in community
groups, as well as public announcements that were sponsored by ANTENNA.
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Figure 7: Screenshot of the post Michalis Odysseos, digital development manager of ANTENNA made in
the “Startup Cyprus” Facebook community group.
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Figure 8: Screenshot of the post ANTENNA made on LinkedIn.
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Figure 9: Promoted event on Facebook, as hosted by the digital department of ANTENNA.

Furthermore, a website article was posted on the official website of ANTENNA,
ant1.com.cy. This was an informational post about the IDEAthon and it was posted
in Greek language, since that is the official language of the website. The link is here:
https://www.ant1.com.cy/news/cyprus/article/361437/erhetai-ena-ideathon-mehrimatika-kai-alla-epathla/?expandedarticle=true
Lastly, through both the informational posts by ANTENNA as well as the tweet by the
official handle of Bloomen on Twitter, the news about the event were picked up by
third party websites, namely:
Cyprus Blockchain Association:
https://blockchain.com.cy/bloomen-ideathon-for-blockchain-media/
Ledger Insights:
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/deutsche-welle-eu-consortium-media-blockchainbloomen/

4.4

Television and Digital Publishing

As it has been described in the Section 2.4 above, two different audiovisual reports
were produced and aired via the TV and digital channels of ANTENNA. It is estimated
that the reports reached over 150,000 views on TV and approximately 5,000 times on
the YouTube and Facebook pages of ANTENNA. At the same time, press releases
were written for both days of the event, to be published on ant1.com.cy, and they
were complemented by the video report that was produced originally for ANT1
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Evening News. At the same time, the full proceedings of the IDEAthon were
described by two different articles posted on the official Bloomen website.
ANT1 Evening News - 23/01/2020: First day of the Bloomen Blockchain and Media
IDEAthon (Greek).
https://www.facebook.com/ant1.com.cy/videos/559285318132667/
ANT1 Evening News - 24/01/2020: Second day of the Bloomen Blockchain and
Media IDEAthon. This report included information about the pitches as well as the
prize winners. (Greek)
https://www.facebook.com/ant1.com.cy/videos/2591912284265042/
ANT1.com.cy - 23/01/2020: Press release about the first day of the Bloomen
Blockchain and Media IDEAthon.
https://www.ant1.com.cy/news/cyprus/article/364324/ola-osa-diadramatistikankata-tin-proti-mera-tou-bloomen-blockchain-media-ideathon2020/?expandedarticle=true
ANT1.com.cy - 24/01/2020: Press release about the second day of the Bloomen
Blockchain and Media IDEAthon.
https://www.ant1.com.cy/news/cyprus/article/364432/autoi-einai-oi-nikites-toubloomen-blockchain-media-ideathon-2020-viteo/?expandedarticle=true
Bloomen.io - 28/01/2020: Article with general information about the event that took
place in Nicosia, Cyprus.
http://bloomen.io/bloomen-ideathon-fresh-ideas-for-blockchain-applications/
Bloomen.io - 05/02/2020: Article with specific information about each and every
pitch of the IDEAthon, as well as regarding the prize winners and references to the
reports produced by ANTENNA.
http://bloomen.io/presentations-ideas-and-two-winners-a-report-from-the-bloomenideathon/
The copyrights for the productions were released by ANTENNA, for them to be
available to be uploaded/shared by anyone online, without restricting playback or
geolocation access.
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Conclusions

After discussing with all the partners of the Bloomen consortium, it has been agreed
that the event was a great success and has brought great insights to the consortium.
In terms of the participation of individuals in the event and the effort put by them in
doing the pitches, Bloomen partners where happy with the outputs and useful
information was provided not only based on the interaction they had with the
audience during the consortium presentations, but also through the presentations
done by each team, particularly through the diverse background of these individuals.
The open nature of the invitation for this event has also brought interesting
individuals like for example an innovation consultant with several decades of
experience as well as important stakeholders such as individuals from highly
respected technology companies like Oracle and Logicom Solutions, as well as
directors of media companies such as the two biggest digital media publishers in
Cyprus, Sigmalive and Digital Tree Publishers.
Most importantly, the IDEAthon has attracted the interest of five teams with solid
ideas and great experience in the blockchain environment. Starting with legal
experts, who provided insights and methodologies on how blockchain technology
can tackle sensitive topics such as copyright conflict resolution, management and
protection, as well as how through their legal eye, the issue of tackling fake news
with blockchain, set the bar really high for the event in general.
Furthermore, the IDEAthon gained further prestige with the participation of Block.co,
a spin-off company of the University of Nicosia. This has brought academic and
entrepreneurial insights on features enabled today by blockchain technology.
Additionally, Fintech as a subject was also brought up through a presentation, where
members of the community addressed digital signature in the fintech world,
something that would enhance efficiency in payments. That is indirectly related to
the Bloomen project, where focus on financial transactions might not be a priority,
but are discussed through minor implementations, nevertheless.
Finally, a highly technical pitch was presented which was also surprisingly, perhaps
the most interesting, due to the high interactive activities the presented performed
with the audience. This pitch brought ideas on how to address the problem of who
owns the private keys, a concern also expressed within the Bloomen consortium.
This second Bloomen community engagement pit stop has followed upon the high
production standards of the first pit stop, as well as fulfilled the definition of the pit
stops themselves through the description of action of the Bloomen project.
Following this 2nd pit stop, as a major community engagement event, is the Bloomen
week that will take place in the summer of 2020, together with of course, the rest of
the integrated communication and dissemination strategies developed by Deutsche
Welle and implemented by the rest of the partners.
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